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Mathematics for Life Science and Medicine (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2007

	Dynamical systems theory in mathematical biology and environmental science

	has attracted much attention from many scientific fields as well as mathematics.

	For example, “chaos” is one of its typical topics. Recently the preservation

	of endangered species has become one of the most important issues

	in biology and...
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Managing Systems Migrations and Upgrades: Demystifying the Technology PuzzleDigital Press, 2001
Managing Systems Migrations and Upgrades is the perfect book for technology managers who want a rational guide to evaluating the business aspects of various possible technical solutions. Enterprises today are in the middle of the R&D race for technology leadership, with providers who increasingly need to create markets for new technologies...
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Siege: Trump Under FireSpringer, 2019

	
		Michael Wolff, author of the bombshell bestseller Fire and Fury, once again takes us inside the Trump presidency to reveal a White House under siege.

	
		Just one year into Donald Trump’s term as president, Michael Wolff told the electrifying story of a White House consumed by controversy, chaos, and...
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Cthulhu CultLulu.com, 2007

	The Cult of Cthulhu shall never die. Its untenable spirit, unearthly and ichorous, is spreading far and wide through the Matrix-esque reality program that we are immersed in. As you read these words, try to wake up from the illusions surrounding you. This book is our manifesto, our truth, our bible! Cthulhu Cult is the integration of H.P....
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The Gods that Failed: How Blind Faith in Markets Has Cost Us Our FutureNation Books, 2009

	Over the past three decades, governments have ceded economic control to a new elite of free-market operatives and their colleagues in national and international institutions like the IMF, the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization. They promised economic stability but have delivered chaos. Their speculation has left the global economy...
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Great by Choice: Uncertainty, Chaos, and Luck--Why Some Thrive Despite Them AllHarper Perennial, 2011

	Ten years after the worldwide bestseller Good to Great, Jim Collins returns withanother groundbreaking work, this time to ask: why do some companies thrive inuncertainty, even chaos, and others do not? Based on nine years of research,buttressed by rigorous analysis and infused with engaging stories, Collins andhis colleague Morten...
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Intelligent Document Capture with EphesoftPackt Publishing, 2012


	In my recent e-book #OccupyIT: A Technology Manifesto for the Cloud, Mobile,

	and Social Era (http://www.aiim.org/occupyIT), I talk about the revolutionary

	changes that are impacting how we make enterprise technology decisions.





	On the one hand, we have "the business," awed and impressed by the changes and...
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Intelligent Computing Based on Chaos (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	The book project was launched to access the latest research related to chaos applications in intelligent computing where researchers from all over the world provide the necessary coverage of the mentioned field. The primary objective of this project was to assemble as much research coverage as possible related to the field by defining...
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Using Community Informatics to Transform RegionsIdea Group Publishing, 2003
           Text develops an integrative, cross-sectoral approach in the use of Community Informatics to increase social and cultural capital as a means to increased sustainability for regional communities. For policy developers, researchers, and students. Hardcover, softcover available from the publisher. DLC: Community...
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Evolutionary Algorithms and Chaotic Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2012

	
		This book discusses the mutual intersection of two fields of research: evolutionary computation, which can handle tasks such as control of various chaotic systems, and deterministic chaos, which is investigated as a behavioral part of evolutionary algorithms.


...
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Einstein's War: How Relativity Triumphed Amid the Vicious Nationalism of World War IDutton Juvenile, 2019

	

	"Stanley is a storyteller par excellence."--The Washington Post

	Kirkus Review starred review; Publishers Weekly starred review; Booklist starred review

	

	The birth of a world-changing idea in the middle of a bloodbath
...
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Statistical Mechanics of LearningCambridge University Press, 2001
The effort to build machines that are able to learn and undertake tasks such as datamining, image processing and pattern recognition has led to the development of artificial neural networks in which learning from examples may be described and understood. The contribution to this subject made over the past decade by researchers applying the...
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